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“Amnesty Plus” Re-Introduced
in Senate as Senate Bill 6
S

enate Majority Leader Harry
Reid has once again introduced
Amnesty Plus. This session, his
bill is number S.6 instead of S.9,
demonstrating how important it
is to the majority leader and the
Obama Administration.
“We are already hard at work
mobilizing the American people
against this latest incarnation of
Amnesty Plus,” explains U.S. Border Security Council Spokesman
Steve LeBlanc. “We knew this
was coming months ago and have
been urging our supporters to fight

back.”

This session’s version of Amnesty Plus is even worse than last session’s. S.6 includes the “DREAM
Act,” which confers legal status to
children of illegal aliens. It also includes a call for a national ID card,
which the U.S. Border Security
Council believes will be handed
out to illegal aliens across the nation in conjunction with the blanket
amnesty.
“This is a horrific bill that will
Continued on page 3 “Border”

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid has
officially reintroduced “Amnesty Plus.”
Senate Bill 6 includes a massive immigration amnesty, passage of the DREAM Act
for illegal alien children, and authorizes
handing out national ID cards to illegals.

Council Demands Border
Agents Be Adequately Armed
T

he U.S. Border Security Council is demanding that Border
Patrol Agents be better armed, and
that the rules of engagement for
agents confronting illegal aliens
along the border be changed.
The Council’s call is in response
to the murder of Border Patrol
Agent Brian Terry recently. Terry
was killed by heavily armed illegal
aliens after he and his colleagues
confronted them and fired their
non-lethal bean bag guns at them.
The illegals fired at the agents and,

before they could respond, the
criminals shot and killed Terry.

“The very fact that our Border
Patrol Agents are being given bean
bag guns in what is effectively
a war zone is criminal in and of
itself,” says Council National
Spokesman Steve LeBlanc. “These
heroes should be heavily armed and
they should operate under rules of
engagement that first and foremost
allow them to protect themselves.”
Continued on page 3 “Amnesty”

U.S. Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry was
forced to confront illegal aliens with a
bean bag gun and was subsequently murdered by the intruders.

Border Security
News in Brief

Proposal Calls for
Dumping Illegals At
Congressional Offices

Sheriff Who Won’t
Enforce Law to Get No
Federal Funds

Texas State Representative
Lois Kolkhorst has drafted a
bill that would allow any law
enforcement agency that has
custody of an illegal immigrant
to take the illegal to ‘the
office of a U.S. Senator or
Representative’ and leave them
there.

A proposed budget item in
SB 1621 spells out any Arizona
county with a population of
between 500,000 and two
million “shall not receive any
monies from the Gang and
Immigration Intelligence Team
Enforcement mission fund.’’
That language, in effect, would
bar Pima County, Arizona,
from receiving the federal
immigration enforcement grants.
Pima County Sheriff Clarence
Dupnik has said he will not
enforce Arizona’s popular
immigration law.

SNEAK OF THE MONTH:

San Jose California
Police Chief Chris Moore

This month’s “Sneak of the claimed that enforcing imMonth” is San Jose, Califormigration laws and protecting
nia, Police Chief Chris Moore. his constituents from illegal
alien drug gangs actually
Moore recently declared
made his community less safe.
that he opposed local law
enforcement officers enforcing immigration laws. Moore
is quoted as saying “I need
to focus on partnerships with
communities... This [the issue
of immigration enforcement]
has become a wedge in our
communities and we need to
remove that wedge.’’
Moore reportedly also
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A new law in Utah is billed as
a tough anti-illegal immigration
measure like Arizona’s popular
law. However, last minute
additions by open borders
lobbyists created a “guest
worker” program that is akin
to Amnesty and guts many of
the enforcement provisions
that makes Arizona’s law
so effective. For instance,
only individuals suspected
of committing a felony may
have their immigration status
checked by local and state law
enforcement personnel.

Help Defend Our
Borders!
I want to help defend
America’s sovereignty from
the invasion of illegal aliens.
Enclosed is my contribution
of:
__ $10 __$15 __$25 __$50
__$100

__Other: $ ______

Name: _____________________

During his tenure as poAddress: ___________________
lice chief, Moore has made
					
appeasing the Hispanic com____________________
munity his top priority. He
has gone so far as to drop the
Return this form with your
contribution to:
policy of impounding cars
of unlicensed drivers for one
U.S. Border Security Council
month in order to “improve”
his department’s standing with P.O. Box 96197
Washington, DC 20090-6197
the illegal alien community.

AHNL504

The proposal would require
that a staffer for a Congressman
or Senator would have to sign
a receipt for each illegal alien
delivered to their office.

Utah Law Isn’t What It
Seems
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Border (continued from page 1)
undermine the security and prosperity of the United States,” warns
LeBlanc. “If S.6 passes, then it
will not only reward millions of
illegal aliens for breaking our immigration laws, it will also encourage more and more aliens to pour
across our southern border expecting to also receive amnesty.”
This is, in fact, just what happened as a result of the immigration amnesty of the 1980s. Millions of poor Mexicans and citizens
of other Central American nations
crossed the open southern border
into the United States.
“Defeating S.6 is the Council’s
number one priority,” LeBlanc
promises. “There are many other
critical legislative initiatives that
affect border security but Amnesty
Plus is the most important.”
Over the past two years, the

Council has been able to keep Amnesty Plus from even coming up for
a vote by swamping Congress with
phone calls and petitions. LeBlanc
says the organization will do the
same thing this year.

“We are already hard at
work mobilizing the American people against this latest
incarnation of Amnesty Plus,”
explains U.S. Border Security Council Spokesman Steve
LeBlanc. “We knew this was
coming months ago and have
been urging our supporters to
fight back.”
“Our goal, frankly, is to generate
more petitions than ever,” he adds.
“Harry Reid and Barack Obama
will press harder this year to pass

this nonsense than they have in the
previous two years.”
Indeed, there is every indication
that the White House is trying to
forge an alliance with Republicans,
like Lindsey Graham, who favor
amnesty. Their strategy seems to
be to appear to “water down” Amnesty Plus with some pro-border
security language in an attempt to
get just enough support to pass the
bill through Congress.
“I actually believe Amnesty Plus
can pass the Senate right now,”
LeBlanc warns. “I don’t believe
we have enough solid votes against
it to even sustain a filibuster.
That’s why we need to get to work
immediately. This thing could
come up for a vote in the next few
months and we absolutely must
stop that from happening.”

Amnesty (continued from page 1)
LeBlanc is a U.S. Army combat
veteran and says that the border re-

“The very fact that our
Border Patrol Agents are
being given bean bag guns
in what is effectively a war
zone is crime in an of itself,”
says Council National
Spokesman Steve LeBlanc.
“These heroes should be
heavily armed and they
should operate under rules
of engagement that first
and foremost allow them to
protect themselves.”
gion is probably at least as dangerous as Afghanistan.
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“The drug runners and coyotes
who smuggle illegal aliens across
the border carry automatic weapons
and Molotav Cocktails,” he warns.
“Bean bag guns are not only useless but dangerous.”
The Council is demanding that
federal authorities immediately
change the rules to allow the Border Patrol to fight back against the
violence along America’s southern
frontier. “The first thing that needs
to happen is for the federal government to acknowledge that we are
facing what is effectively a war on
the border,” asserts LeBlanc. “It
is only a matter of time before the
front lines move into America’s
suburbs and cities if we don’t start
fighting back. More brave agents
will needlessly die unless the rules
are changed.”

In Texas, members of the Texas
Rangers who patrol the border are
armed with miltary-style automatic
weapons, bullet-proof vests, and
helmets, and high-tech surveillance
helicopters support agents on the
ground by carrying snipers wearing
night-vision glasses.
“Agent Terry should be alive
today,” laments LeBlanc. “This
brave young man died because a
bunch of pro-illegal alien bureaucrats didn’t want to ‘offend’ the
open-borders lobby. They would
rather have agents killed in the line
of duty than to risk offending a
special interest group like La Raza.
The Obama Administration has
blood on its hands.”
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Dear Friend,

Harry Reid has gone and done it.
He’s introduced his Amnesty Plus proposal again. This time as Senate
Bill 6, or “S.6.”
I’m not surprised, though. The Senate Majority Leader remains committed to ramming Amnesty Plus through the Senate.
However, the U.S. Border Security Council is ready. We’ve been campaigning against Amnesty Plus for two years now. We killed it in the last
session of Congress and with your help we will kill it in this session, too.
In the coming months, you will receive a number of requests from
me to sign petitions against Amnesty Plus. Please sign and return each
one of them. Each one is a vital part of our long-term strategy for defeating this awful bill.
				

Fighting to Protect America,

				
				
				
				

Steven J. LeBlanc
Former Sergeant, U.S. Army
Operation Desert Storm Combat Veteran
For the U.S. Border Security Council		

Council Sends Out National
Legal Citizen Survey
The U.S. Border Security
Council is once again sending
out its national Legal Citizen
Survey to supporters in all fifty
states.

“This survey is our annual
attempt to take the pulse of our
supporters,” explains Steve LeBlanc, the Committee’s national
spokesman. “We use the results
of this massive effort to plan our
legislative strategy for the year
and to show Congress in objective terms how our supporters
feel about critical issues.”
This year’s survey includes
questions about the Border

Fence, Amnesty Plus and size of
the U.S. Border Patrol.
“The so-called ‘mainstream’
news media is always polling
Americans about controversial
issues, and they always seem to
conclude that Americans love illegal aliens,” LeBlanc explains.

“I know that isn’t the truth.
This survey program is part of
our effort to prove otherwise.
Our supporters are very knowledgeable and engaged. Their
opinions are very valuable and
insightful and Congress needs to
hear them.”

